


:ession and voition ir'e concepts 

ch have, indeed, always determined 

life. The one without the other is 

::mceivable for me. N1:y  paintings show 

'e polarities. 

me, the world of colours and 

nes opened up very early. Colours 

:1 shapes are the embodiment of a 

odom not restricted by any con- 

'itions. I consider my occupation with 

is a means to intensively even things 

ii. Over the past years, I have been 

0 com. Henti'.' further develop 

me in terms of colours and encouraged 

the play with colours. 

Not bound to any style, colours none-

theless speak a clear language. 

Applying colours in a bold way enhances 

or subdues the mood of the viewer. 

Harmony or disharmony of colours 

consistently used speak their own 

language, which includes the viewer: 

Both have a specific effect and give rise 

to varying moods. Yellow, blue and red 

as trias signalise unambiguous conditions 

and moods. Blended colours, however: 

ive leeway on both sides. 

H spite of these intentional and 

:c"iberate effects, colours and shapes 

cc often used intuitively and 

oontaneously too, always bearing in 

mind that the work complies with the 

tistic intentions and aims. 

he aim is pleasure, pleasure for the 

ewer of the painting, but likewise 

Feldkirch/Austria, Is Senior and Managing 

Partner of one of the leading law firms 

in Liechtenstein. 

Over the past years, Markus Wanger has 

intensively devoted himself to painting 

in acrylic, oil, print colours and pastels 

with painting knife and brush. 

His early works reveal expressive 

representationalism, depicting mainly 

architectural and landscape subjects both 

from his journeys abroad and Liechten-

stein. 

Impressive are the flower still lifes and 

animal depictions In stylised form and 

joyful colouring, with a tinge of abstract-

ness and alienation effects. 

Furthermore, expressive faces, suggested 

by a few strokes, can be found. 

Various spatula, non-representational 

abstract works were followed by colour 

experiments reminiscent of the painting 

art of the sixties, and by works of 

abstract impressionism in 1995. In com-

bination with a solvent, the print colours 

o"oduce interesting colour effects, which 

cmetimes were printed onto a second 

canting base, thus cr-eating mirr'or image 

.vorks.Thi'ough its colours the paintings 

Ivea very intensive effect on its 

in aci-ylic on canvas. Markus VV 

turned to a ssd. ‚ibsti-act expre' 

sometimes even embi'acr': 

in ancient greek. element 

Evenlually. Markus Wanv 

non -representational paintings. I 

and rotary paintings can now be 

In addition. he painted ser'ni-

repi-esentational. impressionistic 

flower still lIft'C which aSt i'. irted 

‚ittentior. 
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